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Shenzhen city was a farmland region before 1978, and it then developed to a mega city in China. This type of change in city
can greatly affect the climatic conditions. In this study, the daily, monthly, and annual climatic variables and the reference crop
evapotranspiration (ET0 ) for Shenzhen from 1954 to 2012 were computed using the FAO Penman-Monteith equation (PM), and
these parameters were analyzed to study the temporal trends of ET0 and meteorological factors. The trends and the time points of
abrupt changes of ET0 and meteorological factors were tested using Mann-Kendall methods. Results show that, in the past 59 years,
the annual ET0 first decreased from 1954 to 1978, then increased from 1979 to 1990, and now varied slightly after 1990. The mean
air temperature rose gradually, and the relative humidity decreased as a whole. These trends finally resulted in an increasing trend
in vapor pressure deficit (VPD). The wind speed showed a slightly decreasing trend. Both the annual total sunshine duration and
net radiation showed trends of rapid decline. ET0 change is sensitive to the hours of sunshine and VPD. The significant increase in
ET0 after 1979 was mainly due to the increased air temperature and decreased relative humidity.

1. Introduction
It has been confirmed that there has been a change in the
global climate that is closely related to increases in the concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases (CO2 , NO𝑥 ) [1].
These changes in climate are expected to cause major changes
in various climatic variables, such as precipitation, air temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation [2]. According
to the IPCC report [1], the air temperature at the earth’s
surface level increased by 0.74∘ C from 1906 to 2005, and
this rising trend of the air temperature is likely to continue in
the 21st century, which will cause changes in the hydrological
cycle by affecting precipitation and evaporation [3, 4]. Bates et
al. (2008) pointed out that, over the last century, precipitation
has primarily increased over land in high northern latitudes
but decreased from 10∘ S to 30∘ N since the 1970s and globally
the area of land classified as very dry has more than doubled
since the 1970s due to climate change [4].

The trends for changes in the city climate may differ from
those for farmland and forest regions because of changes in
the energy balance caused by the surface albedo and components of air. In cities, the ground surface is primarily covered
by concrete and asphalt, and the green ground surface and
water surface only account for a small portion of the total
area. For example, it has been reported that the percentage
of green ground surface and water surface of the total city
area is approximately 20.7% for Beijing City (2012), 38.3% for
Shanghai City (2012), and 42.6% for Tianjin City (2012). Due
to the high albedo rate and low heat capacity of concrete and
asphalt compared to those of green surfaces and water bodies,
the air temperature is recorded as much higher in a city than
in farmland [1, 4–7]. The climate is also dryer in cities than in
farmland due to the lower amount of water vapor caused by
smaller evaporative surface prevailing in cities [1, 4, 5].
The composition of the air may also change the energy
balance in cities. With city development, a larger number of
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the research region (Shenzhen) and the meteorological station.

particles and particles with more complicated compositions
are emitted into the air. In Beijing City, it has been reported
that vehicular emissions of HC, CO, and NO𝑥 were estimated
to reach 13.33 × 104 , 100.02 × 104 , and 7.55 × 104 tons,
respectively, in 2005 [8], and vehicle emissions in the urban
area made up 75% of the total emissions in Beijing in 2002
for vehicle-related pollutants [9]. In recent years, the “gray
sky” phenomenon caused by fine particles (particles less than
2.5 𝜇m in aerodynamic diameter, or PM2.5 ) is an increasing
public concern, caused by fossil fuels that play a decisive role
in the development of economic and urban growth in the
current period in China. In Shanghai, for example, the annual
average PM2.5 concentrations in 2005 reached 56 𝜇g/m3 ,
which was much higher than the value proposed by the
World Health Organization Air Quality Guidelines (WHO
AQG) [10]. This phenomenon was also found in certain other
areas abroad. Aziz and Bajwa (2008) showed that the major
source of urban air pollution is the growing motor vehicular
emission [11]. They pointed out that motor vehicular emission
is a mixture of five key pollutants, namely, carbon monoxide
(CO), hydrocarbons (HC), particulate matter (PM10 ), nitrogen oxides (NO𝑥 ), and ozone (O3 ).
Shenzhen city constitutes a special place in Chinese history. Before 1978, it was a small town, occupied by farmland
and fishing areas, with a population of approximately 314,000
permanent residents. After that year, it was chosen as the
first Special Economic Zone in China, after which the city
developed quickly; nowadays it is one of the four largest cities
in China. By the end of 2012, the city had a population of
10.55 million permanent residents, approximately 35 times
the number compared with 1978 and it had a gross domestic
product (GDP) of 20937 million dollars, approximately 6600
times higher than that in 1978. From 1979 to 2012, the
farmland area decreased from 63553 to 8520 ha, whereas the
construction area increased from 29 to 5260 ha.
We suppose that the urban development of Shenzhen
may have altered the heat balance of the ground surface,

thereby influencing climatic variables as well as the reference
evapotranspiration changes.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Site. Shenzhen city (22∘ 27 –22∘ 52 N, 113∘ 46 –114∘ 47 E)
lies in the southern region of Guangdong province in southeastern China (Figure 1). The area administered by the Shenzhen municipal government is 2,020 km2 . Shenzhen has a
typical subtropical maritime climate with plenty of rain, a
mild climate, and numerous sunshine hours. The yearly mean
precipitation is 1914 mm and the rainy season can range
between April and September. The minimum precipitation
is 912 mm (1962) and the maximum is 2747 mm (2001). The
annual mean air temperature is 22.3∘ C, with a minimum daily
air temperature of 0.2∘ C (February 11, 1957) and a maximum
of 38.7∘ C (July 10, 1980). The mean yearly total sunshine hours
are 2120 hours.
2.2. Meteorological Data. All meteorological data were collected from a national climatic station (22∘ 33 N, 114∘ 06 E,
182 m above surface level) (Figure 1). The meteorological data
include the atmospheric pressure, daily values of the precipitation, the mean, maximum, and minimum air temperatures,
mean relative humidity, mean wind speed, and sunshine
hours from 1954 to 2012.
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Reference Crop Evapotranspiration. The reference crop
evapotranspiration (ET0 ) was calculated using the FAO Penman-Monteith method (hereafter denoted as PM). The PM
method is [12]
ET0 =

0.408Δ (𝑅𝑛 − 𝐺) + 𝛾 (900/ (𝑇 + 273)) 𝑈2 (𝑒𝑠 − 𝑒𝑎 )
,
Δ + 𝛾 (1 + 0.34𝑈2 )
(1)
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where ET0 is the reference crop evapotranspiration,
mm⋅day−1 ; 𝑅𝑛 is the net radiation, MJ⋅m−2 ⋅day−1 ; 𝐺 is the
soil heat flux that can be neglected at daily intervals [12],
MJ⋅m−2 ⋅day−1 ; 𝛾 is the psychrometric constant, kPa⋅∘ C−1 ; 𝑈2
is the wind speed measured at 2 m above ground surface,
m⋅s−1 ; 𝑒𝑠 and 𝑒𝑎 are the saturation and the actual vapor
pressure, kPa; and Δ is the slope of the saturation vapor
pressure curve at the air temperature, kPa⋅∘ C−1 . The monthly
or yearly total ET0s is the sum of daily ET0 in an entire month
or year.
The net radiation was not directly measured at Shenzhen
station. Therefore, the net radiation was calculated using data
for the daily sunshine hours and the maximum and minimum
air temperatures, following the method suggested by Allen
et al. (1998) [12].
The actual daily vapor pressure (𝑒𝑎 ) and vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) were based on the daily mean air temperature
and relative humidity and were calculated in the following
way:
𝑒𝑎 = RH × 𝑒𝑜 (𝑇mean ) ,
VPD = (1 − RH) × 𝑒𝑜 (𝑇mean ) ,

(2)

where RH is daily mean relative humidity, %; 𝑇mean is the
daily mean temperature, ∘ C; and 𝑒𝑜 (𝑇mean ) is saturated vapor
pressure at 𝑇mean , kPa. 𝑒𝑜 (𝑇mean ) is calculated as follows:
𝑒𝑜 (𝑇mean ) = 0.6108 exp (

17.27𝑇mean
).
𝑇mean + 237.3

(3)

2.3.2. Mann-Kendall Test. The Mann-Kendall test is one of
the most widely used nonparametric tests to detect significant
trends in climatic variables and potential evapotranspiration
in time series [13–15].

Mann-Kendall statistic 𝑆 (VAR(𝑆)) can be calculated after
considering the distribution as very close to normal:
VAR (𝑆) =

1
[𝑁 (𝑁 − 1) (2𝑁 + 5)
18
(6)

𝑞

− ∑ 𝑡𝑝 (𝑡𝑝 − 1) (2𝑡𝑝 + 5)] ,
𝑝=1

where 𝑞 is the number of tied groups and 𝑡𝑝 is the number of
data values in the 𝑝th group.
The values of 𝑆 and VAR(𝑆) are used to compute the test
statistic 𝑍 as follows:
𝑆−1
{
{
{
√
{
{ VAR (𝑆)
𝑍 = {0,
{
{
{
{ 𝑆+1
{ √VAR (𝑆)

if 𝑆 > 0
if 𝑆 = 0

(7)

if 𝑆 < 0.

The presence of a statistically significant trend is evaluated
using the 𝑍 value. A positive (negative) value of 𝑍 indicates
an upward (downward) trend. The statistic 𝑍 has a normal
distribution. To test for either an upward or downward monotonic trend (a two-tailed test) at the 𝛼 level of significance,
𝐻0 is rejected if the absolute value of 𝑍 is greater than 𝑍1−𝛼/2 ,
where 𝑍1−𝛼/2 is obtained from the standard normal cumulative distribution tables. The tested significance level, 𝛼, was
set to 0.01 in this study.
Mann-Kendall Test for Mutation Point Analysis. We suppose
that a time series (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , . . . , 𝑥𝑛 ) exists. One order series, 𝑚𝑖 ,
is constructed to represent the sample accumulative number
of 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑥𝑗 (1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑖). 𝑑𝑘 is defined in the following way:
𝑘

𝑑𝑘 = ∑𝑚𝑖

(2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛) .

(8)

1

Mann-Kendall Test for Temporal-Trend Analysis. The MannKendall test is based on the statistic 𝑆 [16]:
𝑁−1

The mean value and variance of 𝑑𝑘 can be approximately
expressed as follows:

𝑁

𝑆 = ∑ ∑ sign (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 ) ,

𝐸 (𝑑𝑘 ) =

(4)

𝑖=1 𝑗=𝑖+1

where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are two generic sequential data values of the
variable, 𝑁 is the length of the data set, and the sign (𝑋) takes
the following values:
+1 if 𝑋 > 0
{
{
sign (𝑋) = {0, if 𝑋 = 0
{
{−1 if 𝑋 < 0.

var (𝑑𝑘 ) =

A positive 𝑆 in (4) represents a positive trend in the observed
data series, and vice versa. Under the null hypothesis of
no trend in the data, 𝐻0 , the statistic 𝑆 is approximately
normally distributed with the mean 𝐸(𝑆) = 0. For data sets
with more than ten values, the variance associated with the

𝑛 (𝑛 − 1) (2𝑛 + 5)
,
72

(9)
(2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛) .

(10)

Under the hypothesis that the time series is random and
independent, the statistic is defined in the following way:
UF𝑘 =

(5)

𝑘 (𝑘 − 1)
,
4

𝑑𝑘 − 𝐸 (𝑑𝑘 )
var (𝑑𝑘 )

(𝑘 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛) .

(11)

Given the significance level of 𝛼, |UF𝑘 | > UF𝛼/2 means
that the series has an obvious change trend. Time series 𝑥𝑖
is arranged in reverse order and is calculated with (9), while
ensuring that
UB𝑘 = −UF𝑘
𝑘 = 𝑛 + 1 − 𝑘.

(12)
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Figure 2: Temporal change in the yearly sunshine duration (a) and
the trend results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).
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2.3.3. Sensitivity-Analysis Method. Sensitivity analysis was
employed to identify the climatic variables that most strongly
influence ET0 following the method proposed by Möller et al.
(2004) and Liu et al. (2014) [15, 18]. In this study, the temporal
trends of most climatic variables showed abrupt change in
1978, and the climatic variables during 1954–1978 were significantly (𝑃 < 0.01) higher or lower than those during 1992–
2012; see Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.6 in the following text. Hence,
data during these two periods were used to assess the climate
change impact on ET0 . The detailed processes of the sensitivity analysis are described as follows: (1) the mean values of the
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and sunshine
hours in each day of a year were calculated using climatic data
from 1954 to 1978, and the corresponding daily and annual
ET0 were calculated using these mean daily values and the
Penman-Monteith method. The mean daily value for each
climatic variable was set as the reference climatic variable, and
the calculated ET0 was set as the reference ET0 . (2) The sensitivity of each climatic variable to ET0 was analyzed by comparing the reference ET0 and the ET0 calculated by changing
one variable with a rate of −15, −10, −5, 5, 10, and 15% and
keeping the other variables identical to the reference climatic
variables. Then, a figure was drawn based on these data
(Figure 10). (3) The mean values of the air temperature,
relative humidity, wind speed, and sunshine hours in each day
of a year were calculated using climatic data from 1992 to 2012.
The corresponding ET0 was calculated by setting one climatic
variable as those during 1992 and 2012 and the others as the
reference climatic variable (in step (1)) and then calculating
ET0 and comparing it with the reference ET0 . The relative
change in ET0 caused by each climatic change during 1992
to 2012 is marked in Figure 10. The most sensitive variable to
a change in ET0 is determined by comparing the relative ET0
changes caused by each variable.
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By analyzing the statistical series UF𝑘 and UB𝑘 , the
change trend of series 𝑥𝑖 can be further analyzed, and the
mutation time and region can be determined. UF𝑘 > 0 indicates that the series tends to increase, and UF𝑘 < 0 indicates
that the series tends to decrease. When the series exceed the
credibility line, they exhibit an obvious increasing or decreasing trend. If an intersection point exists between the curves
of UF𝑘 and UB𝑘 and falls between the credibility lines, the
corresponding time of the intersection point is the starting
moment of mutation.
In this study, the statistical analysis software DPS (version
DPS 14.5, developed by Zhejiang University, China) was used
to analyze the mutation point of the temporal trends of ET0
and the meteorological variables [17]. The credibility line is
drawn at the significance level of 𝛼 = 0.01.
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3. Results
3.1. Annual Distributions and Trends in the
Changes of Climatic Variables
3.1.1. Sunshine Hours and Solar Radiation. The annual sunshine duration and annual total radiation during the period

Figure 3: Temporal trend in the yearly total solar radiation (a) and
the trend results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).

from 1954 to 2012 are given in Figures 2 and 3. It can be
seen in Figure 2 that the annual sunshine duration showed
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Figure 4: Temporal trend of the yearly total precipitation (a) and
the trend results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).

Figure 5: Temporal trend of the mean relative humidity (a) and the
trend results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).

an obvious decline, which decreased from 2651 to 1590 hours
with an average of 2014 hours (Figure 2(a)). Through the twotailed test (UF and UB lines), we found that the decreasing
trend of the sunshine hours is obvious for the period from
1982 to 2012, and the increasing trend is obvious for the period
of 1954 to 1973. Similar to the trend for the sunshine duration,
the solar radiation also showed an obvious declining trend,
which ranges from 3672 to 4520 MJ⋅m−2 , with an average of
4050 MJ⋅m−2 (Figure 3(a)). The two-tailed test showed that
the solar radiation values from 1982 to 2012 were significantly
lower than those from 1954 to 1973. The shifting mutation
points of the sunshine duration and the solar radiation are
all found in 1978 using the Mann-Kendall mutational test
(𝑃 < 0.01) (Figures 2 and 3(b)).

after 1978; the range is from 69.1% to 82.2%, and the average is
76.4% (Figure 5(a)). From the Mann-Kendall test (𝑃 < 0.01),
we found that the averaged relative humidity value during the
period from 1992 to 2012 is significantly (𝑃 < 0.01) lower than
the period from 1954 to 1992.

3.1.2. Precipitation. The annual total precipitation values
during the period from 1954 to 2012 are given in Figure 4. It
can be seen in Figure 4 that the highest precipitation value
was 2747 mm in 2001 and the lowest was 912 mm in 1963
(Figure 4(a)). The annual mean was 1914 mm during the
period from 1954 to 2012. The precipitation varied greatly
over the years, whereas the trend test showed that the temporal trend of the annual precipitation is not significant, and a
mutation point has not been tested (Figure 4(b)).

3.1.5. Vapor Pressure Deficit. Figure 7(a) shows the temporal
trend of the vapor pressure deficit (VPD) during the period
from 1954 to 2012. VPD ranges from 0.449 to 0.867 kPa, and
the average is 0.648 kPa. There is no significant temporal
trend for VPD from 1954 to 1977, and after 1978, VPD
increased greatly. It was found that the average VPD during
the period from 1992 to 2012 is significantly (𝑃 < 0.01) higher
than the values from 1954 to 1991, according to the MannKendall mutational test.

3.1.3. Relative Humidity. The daily mean relative humidity
during the period from 1954 to 2012 is given in Figure 5. It
can be seen that the daily mean relative humidity increased
slightly in the first 20 years followed by an obvious decline

3.1.6. Wind Speed. The annual mean wind speed varied
greatly during the period from 1954 to 2012 (Figure 8(a)).
Clearly, decreasing trends were found from 1954 to 1977 and
from 1987 to 2012, whereas increasing trend was found from

3.1.4. Air Temperature. The mean air temperature during the
period from 1954 to 2012 is shown in Figure 6. According
to Figure 6 the mean air temperature showed an obviously
increasing trend, and the values range from 21.5 to 23.9∘ C
with an average value of 22.6∘ C (Figure 6(a)). The statistical
result showed that the mean air temperature over the period
from 1990 to 2012 is significantly (𝑃 < 0.01) higher than those
over the period from 1954 to 1983 (Figure 6(b)).
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Figure 7: Temporal trend of the mean vapor pressure deficit (a) and
the trend results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).

1978 to 1986. It can be seen in Figure 8(a) that the maximum
wind speed was 3.72 m/s in 1954, the minimum was 1.78 m/s

3.2. Reference Evapotranspiration (ET0 ). The annual total ET0
varied from 946 to 1373 mm with a total mean of 1187 mm.
Figure 9(a) shows the change in the annual ET0 over the
past 59 years. According to Figure 9(a) ET0 firstly decreased
gradually from 1954 to 1978, then increased from 1978 to 1992,
and lastly varied slightly after 1992. From 1954 to 1978 the
annual total ET0 decreased from 1285 to 946 mm with a mean
value of 1110 mm; afterwards, the annual total ET0 increased
from 1118 to 1373 mm with a mean value of 1284 mm during
the period from 1992 to 2012. The mean ET0 in the period
of 1992–2012 increased by 15.6% over those in the period of
1954–1978, indicating a great increase in evaporation potential. The statistical results based on the Mann-Kendall test
(𝑃 < 0.01) (Figure 9(b)) showed that ET0 during the period
from 1972 to 1987 was significantly lower than that from 2001
to 2012, which was significantly higher than those in other
periods. The shifting mutation point for ET0 is found at 1992
by the Mann-Kendall test (Figure 9(b)).
For analyzing the yearly ET0 distribution, the total ET0 for
each month was calculated and the averaged month total ET0s
in period of 1954–1978 and 1992–2012 were calculated, respectively. The monthly ET0 distributions in these two periods
and in all study period (1954–2012) are showed in Figure 10.
The highest monthly ET0 generally appears in July and
August, and the lowest in January and February. Monthly ET0
from May to November are generally higher than 100 mm,
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Table 1: Mean values of each climatic variable in the periods of 1954–1978 and 1992–2012 and changes of each climatic variable to ET0
variation.
Sunshine hours
Hours/day

Wind speed
m/s

22.0
23.3
−5.7
−7.2
14.6

78.9
73.2
1.3
5.9
5.3

6.08
5.04
−0.16
−6.0
−1.3

2.68
2.52
−1.04
−17.1
−3.2

Mean values
1954–1978
1992–2012
Climate change amount
Climate change percentage (%)
ET0 change percentage caused by each climatic variable (%)

Total ET0 (mm)
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Figure 10: Yearly distribution of ET0 averaged in the periods of
1954–1978, 1992–2012, and 1954–2012. ET0 increase amount and the
corresponding increase percentage in each month from periods of
1954–1978 to 1992–2012 were showed.
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Figure 9: Temporal trend of the yearly total ET0 (a) and the trend
results from the Mann-Kendall method (b).

and the total ET0 in this period accounts for approximately
1/3 the yearly total. Monthly ET0s in the period of 1992–2012
are all higher by 5–30 mm or 7–25% than those in the 1954–
1978 period. The most increases in monthly ET0 are found in
period from July to September, and the lowest from January to
April with an increase of less than 7 mm. Therefore, the great
increase in ET0 in summer (generally from June to October)
makes main contribution to yearly ET0 .
3.3. Sensitivity Analysis of ET0 to the Change of Climatic
Variables. Figures 2 to 8 show that most mutation points
for most of the climatic variables were found during the
period from 1978 to 1992, and the mean values of the climatic
variables over the period from 1954 to 1978 were significantly

(𝑃 < 0.01) higher/lower than those during the period from
1992 to 2012. Hence, the mean values of each variable during
the two periods from 1954 to 1978 and from 1992 to 2012 were
calculated and used to analyze their change effects on the ET0
changes, following the method described in Section 2.3.3. The
summary of the mean values of each climate and their effects
on ET0 were listed in Table 1 and Figure 11.
It can be seen in Table 1 that the daily mean relative
humidity, daily mean air temperature, wind speed, and sunshine hours from the period of 1954–1978 to 1992–2012 were
−7.2, 5.9, −6.0, and −17.1%, respectively, which resulted in
ET0 changes by 14.6, 5.3, −1.3, and −3.2%, respectively. The
contribution of each climate variable’s variation from 1954–
1978 to 1992–2012 to ET0 change is shown in Figure 11. It
can be found that decrease in relative humidity accounted for
approximately 60% variation in ET0 , followed by temperature
increase with a contribution of 22%, and sunshine hours
reduction of 13%. Wind speed accounted for 6% variation
in ET0 . Similarly in another mega city, Beijing in China, the
order of climate change to ET0 variation from main to weak is
air temperature, relative humidity, sunshine hours, and wind
speed [14].
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Sunshine hours
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Temperature
22%

Relative
humidity
60%

Wind speed
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Figure 11: The contribution of each climatic variable change to ET0 variation.

Development of Shenzhen city

300

nuclei, thereby increasing the cloud reflectivity and lifetime
(first and second indirect effects) [24, 28]. A remarkable
decline in SSR between the 1950s and the 1980s was found in
several studies that were performed at selected observation
stations based on sites in Europe, the Baltics, the South Pole,
Germany, and the former Soviet Union [21]. Today, a comprehensive literature exists that confirms the declines of SSR
during this period in many places around the world [29].
In Beijing and several other Chinese cities, the decline of
sunshine hours and SSR has also been reported [15, 30].
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Figure 12: Temporal trend of the development of Shenzhen city.

4. Discussion
4.1. Change in the Sunshine Hours and Urban Development.
Sunshine hours generally depend on the cloud cover, manmade aerosols, and certain air pollutants (including SO2 ,
NO𝑥 , and PM) [19, 20]. Recent studies indicated that the
most probable cause for the depression of sunshine hours or
solar radiation is in the increased concentrations of manmade
aerosols and other air pollutants [1, 19–22]. In this study,
the sunshine hours and amount of radiation showed clear
decreasing trends after 1970, and they were significantly lower
after 1980 during rapid urban development.
Figure 12 shows the increasing trends of the resident
population, heavy industry output value, and electric energy
production. It is confirmed that the increasing trend in the
energy consumption corresponds to increased emission of
polluted particles, including CO, CO2 , NO𝑥 , SO𝑥 , PM2.5 , O3 ,
and HC. These particles may result in an increase in the atmospheric aerosol concentration [23–27], which can directly
attenuate the surface solar radiation (SSR) by scattering and
absorbing solar radiation (direct effect) or can indirectly
attenuate SSR by their ability to act as cloud condensation

4.2. Air Temperature Change and Urban Development. It has
been confirmed that there is a large air temperature difference in urban and rural areas [4–7]. These air temperature
differences result from the influence of the thermal emissivity
properties of urban surfaces and the three-dimensional configuration and heat capacity of erected structures onto the air
temperature patterns in an urban region [7, 15, 31]. Most of the
world’s cities thus show higher air temperatures in the urban
core than in the surrounding rural areas [4, 5, 7]. For example
in Beijing City, China, Kuang et al. [32] measured that the
mean land surface temperature of urban impervious surfaces
was about 6–12∘ C higher than that of the urban green space
and that in built-up areas was on average 3–6∘ C higher than in
rural areas. They showed the main reason is the higher ratio
of sensible heat to net radiation (0.63) and lower ratio of the
latent heat to net radiation (0.19) on the urban impervious
surface as compared to the corresponding rates of 0.30 and
0.63 in green space and cropland. In this study, there is no
obvious temporal trend in the air temperature before 1978,
whereas, after that time, the temperature increased greatly,
although it showed a slight declining trend in recent years.
The large air temperature increase from 1978 to 2002 may be
due to the increasing area of construction and the decrease in
farmland [32]. Figure 13 shows the changes in the farmland
and construction areas. It can be found that there was a
rapid increase in construction areas and an abrupt decrease
in farmland areas after 1978, which led to a change in the
thermal balance and then resulted in the increase in the air
temperature in Shenzhen city.

Farm land and construction area
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increasing vapor pressure deficit in the Shenzhen area will
result in increasing plant evapotranspiration.
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Figure 13: Temporal trend of the farmland area and the floor space
of the buildings under construction.

4.3. Changes in the Relative Humidity and the Vapor Pressure
Deficit due to Urban Development. The vapor pressure deficit
was calculated by the air temperature and the relative humidity following the method of Allen et al. (1998) [12]. It is clearly
shown in the calculation method that the vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) increases with air temperature and decreases
with relative humidity. In this study, both relative humidity
and mean air temperature varied slightly during the period
from 1954 to 1980 (Figures 5 and 6), which consequently
resulted in a slight change in the vapor pressure deficit. After
that period, the mean air temperature increased significantly,
and the relative humidity was decreased remarkably. These
trends resulted in an increase in the vapor pressure deficit
(Figure 7).
The relative humidity is defined as the ratio of the water
vapor density (mass per unit volume) to the saturation water
vapor density, and it is also approximately the ratio of the
actual to the saturation vapor pressure. A greater evaporative
area may produce more water vapor for the atmosphere and
then increase the water vapor density as well as the relative
humidity at a given temperature. In the city study area, the
farmland area decreased, whereas the construction area
increased (Figure 13). These data indicate a decreasing trend
in the evaporative area, which may result in a decrease in the
water vapor density as well as the relative humidity [33]. Similarly, a decreasing trend of relative humidity and an increase
in the vapor pressure deficit were observed in Beijing, Datong
in Shanxi province, Zhang Jiakou in Hebei Province, and Bet
Dagan in Israel [15, 34, 35]. In Beijing, it was shown that
the VPD increased with air temperature and decreased with
relative humidity from 1951 to 2010 [15]. Cohen et al. (2002)
showed that the main factor responsible for the increased pan
evaporation was the growth in the aerodynamic component
of evaporation, which was due to increases in both the air
VPD and the wind speed at Bet Dagan from 1964 to 1997 [35].
The vapor pressure deficit represents a gradient across
which water vapor is removed from the evapotranspiring
surface into the surrounding air [12]. A greater vapor pressure
deficit generally causes a higher evaporative rate. Hence, the

4.4. ET0 Change and City Development. In the current study
area, ET0 first decreased from 1950s to 1970s and then
increased greatly in the 1980s. During the 1990s and 2000s it
varied slightly, with a mean value of 1287 mm. It was observed
that, after the onset of urban development in 1978, the ET0
value increased and became higher than this for the period
prior to the urban development. Figures 2, 5, 6, and 8 show
that the mutation points for most climatic variables were
observed near the onset year of urban development and sensitivity analysis shows that the higher ET0 during the period
of 1992–2012 is mainly attributed to the relative humidity
decrease and air temperature increase. Hence, it could be concluded that the quick development of Shenzhen city altered
the climatic conditions and hence increased the local ET0 .
In other large cities, an increasing ET0 trend was also found in
recent decades. For example, in Beijing City, the annual ET0
increased significantly from 1951 to 2010 and from the 1950s
to 2000s, it increased from 1039 to 1148 mm [15]. The annual
potential evapotranspiration (PET) displays a significant,
upward trend from 1970 to 2006, and the trend varied from 1
to 4 mm per year in the Pyrénées-Orientales and Aude
administrative departments, respectively, and the western
part of the French Mediterranean area with an average
increase in PET of between 34 mm and 150 mm in the last 36
years [36].
The increasing trend in ET0 that was observed in large
cities is different than this that was found in the farmland.
For example, in the Haihe River basin in northern China,
decreasing trends were observed in 26 stations while 16
stations showed significant decreasing trends from 1950 to
2007 with rates from −2.0 to −3.7 mm year−1 [34]. Similarly, a
significant decreasing trend of ET0 with a rate of −3 mm per
year was found in the arid region of northwest China [37]. The
difference trend in ET0 between the large cities and the
farmland may be due to the variations in the energy balance
and the evaporative potential. In the farmland areas, more
than 60–80% of the net radiation is used for plant evapotranspiration [33, 38, 39]. This effect not only reduces the available
heat for heating the air environment but also increases
the water vapor in the near atmosphere. The latter effect may
increase the relative humidity and reduce the vapor pressure
deficit and lastly it may reduce the reference evapotranspiration. For urban conditions, the decrease in green land will
decrease the energy consumption caused by crop evapotranspiration, increasing the available heat and decreasing the
water vapor, which ultimately results in an increase in the
evaporative potential.
It should be noted in Figure 9 that the ET0 values in 1997
and 2012 were much lower than those in the neighboring
years. It is estimated that ET0 in 1997 and 2012 decreased
by −10.4% and −13.0% compared to the mean value for the
period from 1990 to 2012. The sensitive analysis method
described in Section 3.3 was used to determine the effects of
each variable on the ET0 changes in 1997 and 2012 compared
to the mean value during the period of 1990–2012. The
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results showed that the changes in the relative humidity, air
temperature, sunshine hours, and wind speed in 1997 resulted
in changes in ET0 by −7.2, −0.8, −2.0, and −0.5%, respectively,
and by −12.6, −0.8, −0.6, and −4.2% in 2012, respectively. It
could be concluded that the increase in the relative humidity
is the main factor for ET0 reduction, followed by the wind
speed, air temperature, and sunshine hours in the two years.
Based on the mean values of the climatic variables
averaged over the periods of 1954–1978 and 1992–2012, ET0
increased by 14.5% in the latter period. For the sensitivity
analysis, changes in the relative humidity, air temperature,
wind speed, and sunshine hours during 1992–2012 caused the
variation of ET0 by 14.6, 5.0, −1.3, and −3.8%, respectively,
compared to those for the period 1954–1978. The total amount
of change in ET0 was 15.6%, based on the sensitivity analysis.
This value is similar to the rate of increase of 14.5% by comparison of the ET0 values between the two time periods. Liu
et al. (2014) [15] calculated the ET0 change rates by directly
comparing the mean values and summing each ET0 change
rate caused by climatic variables using the same sensitive
analysis method: the ET0 change rates were 10.7% and 10.5%,
respectively. Liu et al. (2009) [40] found that ET0 inside the
screenhouse was reduced by 39% compared to that in the
open field. By considering the effect of each climatic variable
change to ET0 using the sensitivity analysis, the total ET0
change rate sums to 44%, which is similar to the value of
39%. Therefore, it could be concluded that the sensitivityanalysis method used in this study is reliable and easy to use,
and hence it is recommended for the analysis of the effect of
climate change on ET0 .

5. Conclusions
(1) The development of Shenzhen city greatly affected the
local climatic conditions. Before the onset of urban
development, each climatic variable varied slightly,
whereas, afterward, the air temperature increased significantly, and the sunshine hours and relative humidity decreased significantly. The mutation point for
most climatic variables is observed at approximately
1978, the onset year for urban development.
(2) ET0 first decreased from 1954 to 1978 and then
increased quickly and reached a maximal value of
1373 mm during the period from 1992 to 2012. The
mean ET0 value for the period from 1954 to 1978 was
1110 mm and increased to 1284 mm during the period
from 1992 to 2012, indicating an increasing trend of
the evaporative demand.
(3) Sensitivity analysis showed that ET0 is most sensitive
to relative humidity, followed by air temperature,
sunshine hours, and wind speed.
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